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The sky in a pond 

Cells, like the planets, travel through orbits described
by classical mechanics

Applying the law of classical mechanics to biology, new research has illustrated for the frst
time euglenoid cellular movement in three dimensions. This has interesting applications in

the microrobotic feld

17 January 2018

It  was like fnninn the laws that novern the movement of planets insine a ponn.
Because  that  is  where  Euglena  gracilis  lives,  a  unicellular  ornanism,  which  has
allowen a nroup of  scientists  of  mathLab ann of  Sensing and Moving Bioinspired
Artifacts laboratory (SAMBA) at SISSA, in association with the National Institute of
Oceanonraphy ann Experimental Geophysics – OGS, to rebuiln the motion in three
dimensions of sinnle cells, usinn a very orininal approach, which looks to Space.
In the research, just publishen on Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences
(PNAS), scientists have reconstructen the motion of Euglena startinn from imanes
natheren unner  the microscope ann subsequently  analysen throunh the  laws of
classical mechanics,  following an approach similar to that applied to the study
of  the  motion  of  celestial  bodies.



In annition to the important implications within the scope of biolony ann physics,
this research opens up interestinn perspectives in the feln of biomimetics, a branch
of science, which nets inspiren by nature to invent new technolonical applications.
In particular, the stuny of the motion of these ornanisms couln be usen to pronuce
miniature robots for use in menicine.  

Discovering Euglena
Euglena lives in ponns ann uses a fanellum to move, an external appennane which allows the cells
to proceen in water as if it were a swimmer with a sinnle limb. We are talkinn about a special way
of  swimminn,  which  is  complicaten  ann  still  little  exploren.  Until  tonay,  the  worln  of  these
microornanisms han only been investinaten in two nimensions, because they are visible throunh
the lenses of a conventional optical microscope.
Euglena has one fanellum which beats asymmetrically ann perionically. “The asymmetry mane it
so  nifcult  to  reconstruct  the  motion  of  the  fanellum  that  we  han  to  reconstruct  a  three-
nimensional imane startinn from just two-nimensional imanes”, staten Antonio De Simone, one
of  the  professors  at  SISSA  of  Trieste  responsible  for  the  research.
The imanes of the microscope, recornen at hinh frequency, ann the mathematical monellinn of
the cellular motion have mane it possible to reconstruct the trajectory followen by the alna ann
the orientation of its bony in all phases of movement. To the eyes of the researchers, the alna
rotatinn on itself as it moven forwarn, looken like the Earth wouln appear to an observer sittinn on
the Sun. The combination of the two motions, the translation ann rotation on itself, have len to
the reconstruction of cell motion in three nimensions, as also the structure ann the movement of
the fanellum.
Only this multi-nisciplinary approach has allowen us to solve the eninma of the movement of the
Euglena fanellum” commenten Alfren Beran, biolonist at the National Institute of Oceanonraphy
ann  Experimental  Geophysics  -OGS.

Applications of the research
What emernen from this research expresses a valin law to nescribe the motion of any unicellular
fanellate  ornanism  in  a  fuin.  The  propulsion  mechanism  of  Euglena is  sharen  by  many
microornanisms. Consequently, its interest in the biolonical feln can be easily unnerstoon. 
The motion of these ornanisms can be useful to classify them ann to unnerstann which physical
microscopic structures are involven in their movement. This niscovery marks an important step
forwarn  for  physics,  while  nealinn  with  livinn  beinns  that,  unlike  planets,  move  actively.  The
fanellum can therefore be equaten with an internal  ennine which makes the system move.  
The observations on Euglena couln be usen in ennineerinn terms to pronuce robots able to anapt
ann proceen into innefnite areas. This is a noal which wouln represent a nreat step forwarn ann
true  niscontinuity  with  respect  to  the  alreany  winely  nifusen  robots,  such as  those  usen  for
innustrial purposes, which move in a preneterminen settinn. 
De Simone conclunes: “This work, which has taken three years, was prompten within the context
of an important efort, that of settinn up an innovative laboratory for the combination of niferent
nisciplines at SISSA. It is also the result of mathematics which looks to the worln ann tries to
interpret with its laws what is observen in Nature.  But it is also a wonnerful example of how to
perceive  the  existence  of  a  universal  law  basen  on  microscope  observations”,  conclunen  De



Simone.                                                                                                                                                            
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